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[ PREld4INARY NOTIFICATION'0F EVENT OR' UNUSUAL OCCURRENCE PNO-II-89-43
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dThis preliminary | notification constitutes EARLY. notice of events ' of POSSIBLE. safety or; i

. .

public interest significance. The information is as initially received without verifi- !

cation or evaluation,;and is basically all that is known by the Region 11 staff on this
date.-
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JACILITY: Duke Power Company Licensee Emergenc'y Classification:= j
McGuire- ' Notification of Unusual' Event - 1
Docket Nos.150-369, 50-370 Alert

-- Site Area Emergency. |j
General Emergency-

!X Not Applicable-
]

SUBJECT: POTENTIAL CONTAMINATION OFFSITE- *

At approximately 5:00 p.m. on June 4, 1989, a Duke employee caused three consecutive alarms;
of a portal monitor when exiting the site after' escorting a group of four Boy Scouts on a.
plant tour. One Boy Scout ~also caused three consecutive alarms of the ' portal monitors.' 1

a

Another tour. group with a Duke escort and a.non-employee adult,.the escort's daughter, ande |
,

two Boy Scouts who were brothers, passed later thru the: portal monitor - and; the two Boy
Scouts alarmed the monitor. A security guard told the employee ~ that caused the alarm that
he could leave the site since there had been problems with the portal' monitor. .There-were
no surveys of these individuals by. health physics technicians:as required by procedure.

'The tour had included no' contamination control. areas, and was: limited to the Unit 2 Turbine-
Building, the Service Building, ' the Control Room, and- a walkway :in| the _ Unit ;1 TurbineBuilding. The- Unit -1 Turbine Building had become contaminated as a . result'of. the steam j

igenerator tube rupture on March 7,1989, but the tour was. limited' to a- non-contaminated-
|walkway. On-June 7, 1989, the.' employee' informed his supervisor of the situation. Healthphysics was contacted. The licensee has surveyed the home,-clothing, and automobile of the 1
,

Duke employee and found no contamination. The licensee will survey the.home of'the first- '

Boy Scout on the afternoon of June 9 1989. The other two Boy Scouts home will be surveyed'when the parents can be contacted. A Region 11 radiation specialist onsite is monitoring 'jthe licensea actions. He demonstrated on June 8,'1989, that the portal monitor would alarm
if he steped sharply on the area above the foot monitor. i
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There has been no media interest.

The State of North Carolina has been informed.
1

The NRC received initial notification of this event from the licensee at'10:00 a.m.. (EDT)on June 8, 1989.,
'
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This information is current as of 10:15 a.m. on June 9, 1989.-

- CONTACT: J. Potter - 841-S518
!
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